but his proof is incorrect. Since yx(f) = nxxx(t) [2] , [3] , we have vx(t) = min[rm(i), rxxz(t)]. Theorem 1 gives a much easier proof of this result, establishes the validity of (1) (this was left as an open question in [4] ), and gives an nth order generalization of these results. The simplicity of the Theorem 1 is due to a theorem of Sherman [5] which gives that if b>nx(t), then there is a nontrivial solution of /"[y]=0 with a simple zero at t and whose first n zeros on [t, b) are simple zeros.
2. Definitions and main result. Before we state the main result we make the following definitions. Proof. If 771ft) = oo, then the theorem is obvious and, hence, we can assume that 771ft) exists. Clearly rji(t) ^pft)=-min[5yft), sk(t)], and so it suffices to show that the assumption 171ft) <p(t) leads to a contradiction. By Theorem 1 in [5] there is a nontrivial solution u(x) of ln[y] =0 whose first n zeros, say xk, l^k^n, are simple zeros where t = Xi<x2 < • • ■ <xn<p(t).
We can assume that j<k. Since t = xi<x2< It follows from Theorem 1 that at most one of the numbers sp(t), l^p^n -1, is greater than r)x(t). Many examples can be given to show that we do not have 771ft) =sp(t) for 1 ^p^n -l. For w = 3 see Hanan [7] . A simple example for n = 4 is yiv+y' = 0 for which we have r/ift) = $ift) =s2(t)~t + 5.9<s3(t)= 00 [s] . For those equations of the form yiv + p(x)y = 0, p(x) < 0 for which 771 (/) exists we have 771ft) =si(t) =s3(t) <s2(t) = 00 [4] , [<>] .
